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Introduction
The purpose of this research is to
propose a solution to the air pollution
issue in megacities, which is caused by
urbanization and overcrowded population
through the use of architecture.
urbanization leads to air pollution because
of the lack of greenery and the multiplicity

of pollutants. When there is more air pollution, it warms the Earth. Drought and heat will
destroy plants that have so far survived. As the cycle will repeat itself, now is the time to
find solutions in different aspects of society to stop and decrease its harmful effects. I, as
an architect and media architect, propose an architecture module, which consists of
advanced technology and materials in conjunction with the concept of plant respiration.
The new architecture item shall have the ability to be integrated with exterior walls. It
shall be an improved version of green walls with the same goals but a higher efficiency
and with fewer defects.
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Material and Methods
The first idea came from my personal
experience of living in a polluted megacity.
The importance of this issue and the
strength of vegetation in air purifying is
obvious to everyone. The smart plant
stand is a horizonal hexagonal box, of
which the four side panels forming the
hexagon and half of the front panel are
made from transparent solar cells. The
top side is open for the plant to grow. The
bottom side is where the pot is located.

The plant stand hangs from the backside to the façade of built areas in groups of as
many as possible to help purify the air. Each smart plant stand module possesses an
Arduino Uno, which is a microcontroller, LED grow light, and water pumps. There are
light sensors and moisture sensors, which analyze if the plant needs more lights and
water, respectively. The energy for turning on LEDs and the water pump comes from the
transparent solar cells that are provided on the sides of the box. The connection between
all of these elements is based on IoT Technology and without the interference of
humans. The plants, which are chosen for this project, are rich in absorbing CO2 based
on NASA investigations. They are Japanese maple and Jade plant, which have red and
green leaves, respectively. Using a combination of the plants could help increase the
potential benefits.
I proposed this project for Tehran since I had many investigations on its climate. Tehran
is the capital of Iran and it is nominated as one of the most populated cities in the world.
This project could also be proposed to other megacities with the same issue.
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Result and Conclusion
This research aims to achieve effective
cooperation between several elements in
new ways, including new and pre-existing
architecture as well as well-established
technology that has not been purposed
for this field along with new and emerging
technologies. These new advancements
shall also work conjointly with nature’s
capabilities to solve the issue of air
pollution using architecture. The results of
this study can be used to increase public
awareness about the significant potential
of green spaces to perform the function of
air purification.
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